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Subiect: Submission of Feedback Analvsis Renorts 2019-2020 for Action

Dear Sir,

This year the IQAC has collected feedbacks from the students, alumni, parents, employers and faculty

members on a) teaching-learning performance of the faculty members, b) clean, green and

disciplined campus, c) students' quality in the job market based upon the resolution of IQAC taken on

20.01.2020.

The Coordinator prepared the questionnaire, shared among the stakeholders and collected them.

The reports based on the feedback by the above-mentioned stakeholders on the issues were generated by

the Coordinator and subsequently informed the IQAC members about the preparation of the report.

You are requested to convey the sfudents' opinion on teaching-learning performance to the individual
teacher as it is confidential. For other reports, you af,e to take necessary steps.

This is for your intimation and necessary action.

Thanks and regards

Enclosed
a) Copy of the reports
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Overall Feedback Report on the institution: Teachers

2019-2020

The IQAC has taken feedback from the faculty members on the overall facilities provided by the

institution incruding grievance redressar system. rt is found from the feedback that the level of satisfaction

is encouraging.

Total (05) five questions were asked and thirty-five respondents responded' Maximum score will be 140

(100%) per item.

The glimpses of their responses are as follows:

Observation:

1) Status of library facilit)':

Quite satisfactory & encouraging. Rich tibrary like us in rural college is envy for others'

2) Status of ICT supPort facility:

Being the IJG couege and having financial constraint, the institution has made a significant progress in this

ICT support facility. The responses prove this. 90% respondent is satisfied.

3) Status of working atmosphere:

working place is second home to every employee. Authority is conscious about it' conducive atmosphere is

given to the employees as far as possible. 847o seem to be satisfied. More to be done'

4) Status of research facil)D':

Research facility comprises of online resources, leave to attend seminar, workshop' Orientation and

Refresher course, to some cases financial assistance. Broad band internet connection is available' Printing

facitity is also given.

AII the above facilities are extended to the faculty members'

Moreover, a research journal having ISSN is regularly published by the institution'

Authority is seriously considering to create new facilities for the faculty members'

Authority is responsive and sensitive to the problems and demands of the employees. whenever there is any

demand or grievance, the authority takes prompt steps to redress it at the earliest.
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Question Status of
library facilitY

Status of ICT
support facilitY

Status of
working

atmosphere

Status of
research facilitY

Administrative
promptness to

redress anY
probtg!q-

Satisfaction
level

90% 90% 84% 63% 85%




